4-H RESOURCES AVAILABLE FOR CHECKOUT

**DVD/CDS:**

- Stierwalt Style Showmanship - Beef
- Stierwalt Fitting & Grooming - Beef
- Stierwalt Style Clipping - Beef
- The Standard of Perfection Show Cattle (PBS)
- Nature-Silence of the **Bees** with bonus DVD of Parrots in the Land of Oz
- The Honey Flies: A **Bee's** Life
- What's **Bugging** You?
- IPM (Integrated **Pest** Management)
- **Bugs!** (3 DVDs including: Ants: Little Creature Who Run the World, **Bees**: Tales From the Hive, The Unknown World)
- **Dairy Heifer** Clipping & Fitting
- Why Can a **Cow** Eat Grass?
- Judging 101; Practice Judging Halter (5 practice halter judging classes on CD)
- **Dogs** Man’s Best Friend (4 DVDs including: How Smart are Animals?, Dogs Decoded, Through a Dog’s Eyes Dogs and More Dogs)
- Basic **Dairy Goat** Grooming & Showmanship
- Chance’s **Goat** Showmanship Video “Top Off the Class”
- Chance’s **Goat** Clipping Video “Fit to Win”
- **Horse** Handling & Restraint Techniques DVD
- **Horse**ShowPattern Judging Part 1 (with patterns)
- **Horse**ShowPattern Judging Part 2 (with patterns)
- **Horse**ShowPattern Judging Part 3 (with patterns)
- K-State University Trail & Interactive Judging Guide CD -**Horse**
- **Horse** Smarts: Essential Advice for Today’s Horse Owner
- Goodnight’s Principles of Riding 3- Perfect Practice: Exercises to Improve your Riding - **Horse**
- Cherry Hill - 101 **Horse**keeping Tips
- Anatomy in Motion 1- the Visible **Horse**
- Anatomy in Motion 2- The Visible Rider- **Horse**
- Problem Solving with Carson James - **Horse**
- Graff Family Presents “Start to Finish” a Show Lamb Video
- American **Lamb**, Carcass, Cuts & Fabrication, Cooking Techniques with American Lamb along with Cooking Times and Temperature Guide
- Beginner’s Guide to Raising and Showing **Chickens**
- The Natural History of the **Chicken** (PBS)
- Farm to Market, **Poultry** & Eggs
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**DVD/CDs (CONTINUED)**

- **Hatching** Science
- **Turkey**, How Stuff Works
- My Life as a **Turkey** (PBS)
- Raising **Chickens & Turkeys**….For Today and Tomorrow DVD (US Poultry & Egg Association)
- Infectious Disease Risk Management (Commercial **Poultry** Producers) CD ROM
- **Rabbit** Tutor; MI Showmanship 101 (CD & DVD)
- Show **Pig** 101
- **Swine** Breed identification (CD)
- **Pork** Checkoff DVDS : The Amazing Pig, A Career in Pork, Intro to Pork Production Curriculum, Food Comes from Farms
- Field Trip! **Cheese**, **Beef**, **Red Chile**, **Cotton**, **Pecans**, **Wine**, **Milk**, **Turk**, **Green Chile**, **Peanuts**, **Honey**, **Pistachios & Onions**

**BOOKS:**

- **Animals**
  - Check off DVDS : The Amazing Pig, A Career in Pork, Intro to Pork Production Curriculum, Food Comes from Farms
  - Field Trip! **Cheese**, **Beef**, **Red Chile**, **Cotton**, **Pecans**, **Wine**, **Milk**, **Turk**, **Green Chile**, **Peanuts**, **Honey**, **Pistachios & Onions**
(BOOKS CONTINUED)

✓ Horse Nutrition
✓ Trail Riding- Train, Prepare, Pack Up & Hit the Trail- Horse
✓ Saddle Up Safely set (5 booklets)- Horse
✓ Teaming with Insects 4-H Skills for Life Series- Entomology (4 pack)
✓ 4-H Guide to Raising Chickens
✓ Your Chickens
✓ Poultry Project Activity Guide 4-H Skills for Life Series (4 pack)
✓ AARB Stand of Perfection- Standard Breed Rabbits & Cavies
✓ Rabbit Project Activity Guide 4-H Skills for Life Series (4 pack)
✓ Rabbit Resource Handbook Breeding, Market & Pet Rabbit Projects
✓ Rabbit Production Book
✓ Rabbit Diseases (Cause, Symptoms & Treatment) booklet
✓ Sheep Resource Handbook for Market & Breeding Projects
✓ Sheep Project Activity Guide 4-H Skills for Life Series (4 pack)
✓ Storey’s Guide to Raising Sheep
✓ Storey’s Barn Guide to Sheep (step by step visuals for getting acquainted, basic care, feeding, lambing, wool production & record keeping)
✓ Your Sheep
✓ Sheep Resource Handbook for Market & Breeding Projects
✓ Swine Resource Handbook (OSU)
✓ Swine Youth Activity Guide 4-H Skills for Life Series (4 pack)
✓ Exploring Swine Health & Husbandry
✓ Veterinary Science Project Activity Guide 4-H Skills for Life Series (4 pack)

Arts/Crafts/Cooking/Photography/ Leadership/ Finances/ Gardening, etc.

✓ A Palette of Fun with Arts & Crafts (grades K-6)
✓ Sketchbook Crossroads & Portfolio Pathways (Drawing, Fiber, Sculpture, Painting,
✓ My Financial Future (3 pack-youth, advanced and Facilitator’s Guide-includes savings, spending, credit cards, writing checks, budgeting, investments & more)
✓ Focus on Photography 4-H Skills for Life Series (3 pack)
✓ Gardening Youth Activity Guide (5 pack)
✓ Horticulture Project Activity Guide (4 pack)
✓ Gardening Series by Grade Level from Purdue University
✓ Global Gourmet
✓ Steps to a Healthy Teen
✓ Printing & Graphic Design
✓ You Can Quilt!
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(BOOKS CONTINUED)

✓ Quilting the Best Better!
✓ Sewing Project Activity Guide (4 pack)
✓ Step Up to Leadership (4 pack: My Leadership Workbook grades 3-5, My Leadership Journal grades 6-8, Mentor Guide grades K-5, Mentor Guide grades 6-12)
✓ Voices Service Learning (2 pack: Agents of Changes for Middle School Youth, Raise Your Voice for High School Youth)
✓ We Connect (A Global Youth Citizenship Curriculum)

OTHER RESOURCES:

➢ 4D Vision Chicken Anatomy Model (parts with stand & illustrated guide book)
➢ 4D Vision Horse Anatomy Model (parts with stand & illustrated guide book)
➢ 4D Vision Cow Anatomy Model (parts with stand & illustrated guide book)
➢ Canine Skin Model (one side normal/other side with fleas, inflammation etc.)
➢ Chick Life Cycle embryo cross sections kit
➢ Choose & Tell cloverbud activities

FOR CLUB LEADER’S (only) to CHECK OUT:

➢ Taking Care of Animals Bingo
➢ Buzzer System for Quiz Bowl type activities
➢ Feedstuff Education Kit (CD) with hands on feed sample jars (for leaders to use for club meetings)
➢ Beef Learning Lab (for leaders only to check out for club meetings)
➢ Dairy Learning Lab (for leaders only to check out for club meetings)
➢ Dog Learning Lab (for leaders only to check out for club meetings)
➢ Goat Learning Lab (for leaders only to check out for club meetings)
➢ Poultry Learning Lab (for leaders only to check out for club meetings)
➢ Rabbit Learning Lab (for leaders only to check out for club meetings)
➢ Sheep Learning Lab (for leaders only to check out for club meetings)
➢ Swine Learning Lab (for leaders only to check out for club meetings)
➢ What’s on Your Plate (4 units) Facilitator’s Guide
➢ 4-H Backpack to Adventure (Youth Leaders in a Global World)
➢ Food, Culture, Reading! (Grades 4-6, Facilitator’s Guide)
➢ Que Rico! La Cultura (Latino Cultural Arts, Bilingual Group Activities (K-8th)
➢ Be SAFE (Safe, Affirming & Fair Environments)

If there is something that you are interested in and it is not listed above let the office know and we will try to add it to the Oceana County 4-H Library.
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